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Eyes on the Street
2016-09-20

the first major biography of the irrepressible woman who changed the way we view
and live in cities and whose influence can still be felt in any discussion of urban
planning to this day eyes on the street is a revelation of the phenomenal woman
who raised three children wrote seven groundbreaking books saved neighborhoods
stopped expressways was arrested twice and engaged at home and on the streets
in thousands of debates all of which she won here is the child who challenged her
third grade teacher the high school poet the journalist who honed her writing skills
at iron age architectural forum fortune and other outlets while amassing the
knowledge she would draw upon to write her most famous book the death and life
of great american cities here too is the activist who helped lead an ultimately
successful protest against robert moses s proposed expressway through her
beloved greenwich village and who in order to keep her sons out of the vietnam
war moved to canada where she became as well known and admired as she was in
the united states

Walking in the City with Jane
2018-04-03

how one committed woman changed the way we think about cities jane jacobs was
always a keen observer of her community when she moved to new york city and
began to explore it she figured out that just like in nature the city was an
ecosystem and all its different parts from sidewalks and parks to stores and of
course people were necessary to keep the city healthy and thriving so when urban
planner robert moses wanted to build highways that would destroy neighborhoods
the lifeblood of new york jane fought back and won kids will be inspired to notice
the sidewalk ballet around them and to protect what makes their communities and
their cities great

Jane Jacobs: The Last Interview
2016-04-19

jane jacobs is the kind of writer who produces in her readers such changed ways of
looking at the world that she becomes an oracle or final authority the new york sun
hailed by the new york times book review as perhaps the single most influential
work in the history of town planning jane jacobs s the death and life of great
american cities was instantly recognized as a masterpiece upon its publication in
1961 in the decades that followed jacobs remained a brilliant and revered
commentator on architecture urban life and economics until her death in 2006
these interviews capture jacobs at her very best and are an essential reminder of
why jacobs was and remains unrivaled in her analyses and her ability to cut
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through cant and received wisdom from the trade paperback edition

Vital Little Plans
2016-10-11

a career spanning selection of previously uncollected writings and talks by the
legendary author and activist no one did more to change how we look at cities than
jane jacobs the visionary urbanist and economic thinker whose 1961 book the
death and life of great american cities started a global conversation that remains
profoundly relevant more than half a century later vital little plans is an essential
companion to death and life and jacobs s other books on urbanism economics
politics and ethics it offers readers a unique survey of her entire career in forty
short pieces that have never been collected in a single volume from charming and
incisive urban vignettes from the 1930s to the raw materials of her two unfinished
books of the 2000s together with introductions and annotations by editors samuel
zipp and nathan storring readers will find classics here including jacobs s breakout
article downtown is for people as well as lesser known gems like her speech at the
inaugural earth day and a host of other rare or previously unavailable essays
articles speeches interviews and lectures some pieces shed light on the
development of her most famous insights while others explore topics rarely
dissected in her major works from globalization to feminism to universal health
care with this book published in jacobs s centenary year contemporary readers
whether well versed in her ideas or new to her writing are finally able to
appreciate the full scope of her remarkable voice and vision at a time when urban
life is booming and people all over the world are moving to cities the words of jane
jacobs have never been more significant vital little plans weaves a lifetime of ideas
from the most prominent urbanist of the twentieth century into a book that s
indispensable to life in the twenty first praise for vital little plans jacobs s work
was a singularly accurate prediction of the future we live in the new republic in
vital little plans a new collection of the short writings and speeches of jane jacobs
one of the most influential thinkers on the built environment editors samuel zipp
and nathan storring have done readers a great service the huffington post a
wonderful new anthology that captures jacobs s confident prose and her
empathetic patient eye for the way humans live and work together the globe and
mail a timely reminder of the clarity and originality of jane jacobs s thought
toronto star vital little plans comes to the foreground for jane jacobs s centennial
and in a time when more of jacobs s prescient wisdom is needed metropolis jacobs
changed the debate on urban planning as vital little plans shows she never stopped
refining her observations about how cities thrived minneapolis star tribune jane
jacobs was one of three people i have met in a lifetime of meeting people who had
an aura of sainthood about them the ability to radiate certainty without
condescension to be both very sure and very simple is a potent one and witnessing
it in life explains a lot in history that might otherwise be inexplicable adam gopnik
the new yorker a rich provocative and insightful collection reason
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An Analysis of Jane Jacobs's The Death and Life of
Great American Cities
2017-07-05

despite having no formal training in urban planning jane jacobs deftly explores the
strengths and weaknesses of policy arguments put forward by american urban
planners in the era after world war ii they believed that the efficient movement of
cars was of more value in the development of us cities than the everyday lives of
the people living there by carefully examining their relevance in her 1961 book the
death and life of great american cities jacobs dismantles these arguments by
highlighting their shortsightedness she evaluates the information to hand and
comes to a very different conclusion that urban planners ruin great cities because
they don t understand that it is a city s social interaction that makes it great
proposals and policies that are drawn from planning theory do not consider the
social dynamics of city life they are in thrall to futuristic fantasies of a modern way
of living that bears no relation to reality or to the desires of real people living in
real spaces professionals lobby for separation and standardization splitting
commercial residential industrial and cultural spaces but a truly visionary
approach to urban planning should incorporate spaces with mixed uses together
with short walkable blocks large concentrations of people and a mix of new and old
buildings this creates true urban vitality

Dark Age Ahead
2007-12-18

in this indispensable book urban visionary jane jacobs argues that as agrarianism
gives way to a technology based future we re at risk of cultural collapse jacobs
renowned author of the death and life of great american cities and the economy of
cities pinpoints five pillars of our culture that are in serious decay community and
family higher education the effective practice of science taxation and government
and the self regulation of the learned professions the corrosion of these pillars
jacobs argues is linked to societal ills such as environmental crisis racism and the
growing gulf between rich and poor but this is a hopeful book as well as a warning
drawing on a vast frame of reference from fifteenth century chinese shipbuilding
to ireland s cultural rebirth jacobs suggests how the cycles of decay can be
arrested and our way of life renewed invigorating and accessible dark age ahead is
not only the crowning achievement of jane jacobs career but one of the most
important works of our time

The Death and Life of Great American Cities
2016-07-20

thirty years after its publication the death and life of great american cities was
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described by the new york times as perhaps the most influential single work in the
history of town planning it can also be seen in a much larger context it is first of all
a work of literature the descriptions of street life as a kind of ballet and the
bitingly satiric account of traditional planning theory can still be read for pleasure
even by those who long ago absorbed and appropriated the book s arguments jane
jacobs an editor and writer on architecture in new york city in the early sixties
argued that urban diversity and vitality were being destroyed by powerful
architects and city planners rigorous sane and delightfully epigrammatic jacobs s
small masterpiece is a blueprint for the humanistic management of cities it is
sensible knowledgeable readable indispensable the author has written a new
foreword for this modern library edition

Ideas that Matter
1997

jane jacobs 1916 2006 is history s most celebrated urban critic in addition to her
classic death and life of great american cities jacobs authored another half dozen
influential books on urban planning economics and design she was also a tireless
advocate of vibrant city neighborhoods ideas that matter the worlds of jane jacobs
offers students enthusiasts and critics unprecedented insights into the work of this
seminal thinker originally published in 1997 and continually sought after ever
since this 2011 edition includes a new introduction by distinguished urban scholar
mary rowe the book is a unique combination of jacobs own writing including
previously unpublished speeches letters and articles biography and analysis by
other scholars arranged by topic it sheds light both on the development of jacobs
theories and her life a chapter on death and life of american cities reveals a debate
between the author and her publisher about changing the book s title a section on
europe includes letters home from frankfurt paris london venice and other cities
that shaped her sensibilities and a chapter titled ideas offers analysis from ten
contributors who examine jacobs thoughts on issues from population growth to
urban infill self employment to the wealth of nations what results is a captivating
scrapbook offering a distinctive understanding of jacobs most important ideas

アメリカ大都市の死と生
1977

with intelligence and clarity of observation the author of the death and life of great
american cities addresses the moral values that underpin working life in systems
of survival jane jacobs identifies two distinct moral syndromes one governing
commerce the other politics and explores what happens when these two
syndromes collide she looks at business fraud and criminal enterprise government
s overextended subsidies to agriculture and transit police who abuse the system
the are supposed to enforce and asks us to consider instances in which snobbery is
a virtue and industry a vice in this work of profound insight and elegance jacobs
gives us a new way of seeing all our public transactions and encourages us
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towards the best use of our natural inclinations

Systems of Survival
2016-08-17

here for the first time is a thoroughly interdisciplinary and international
examination of jane jacobs s legacy divided into four parts i jacobs urban
philosopher ii jacobs urban economist ii jacobs urban sociologist and iv jacobs
urban designer the book evaluates the impact of jacobs s writings and activism on
the city the professions dedicated to city building and more generally on human
thought together the editors and contributors highlight the notion that jacobs s
influence goes beyond planning to philosophy economics sociology and design they
set out to answer such questions as what explains jacobs s lasting appeal and is it
justified where was she right and where was she wrong what were the most
important themes she addressed and although jacobs was best known for her work
on cities is it correct to say that she was a much broader thinker a philosopher and
that the key to her lasting legacy is precisely her exceptional breadth of thought

The Urban Wisdom of Jane Jacobs
2012

this volume begins with the premise that the deepest respect is shown through
honest critique one of the greatest problems in understanding the influence of the
author on cities and planning is that she has for much of the past five decades
been saint jane the housewife who upended urban renewal and gave us back our
cities over time she has become a saintly stick figure a font of simple wisdom for
urban health that allows many to recite her ideas and few to understand their
complexity the author has been the victim of her own success this book gives this
important thinker the respect she deserves reminding planning professionals of
the full range and complexity of her ideas and offering thoughtful critiques on the
unintended consequences of her ideas on cities and planning today it also looks at
the international relevance or lack thereof of her work with essays on urbanism in
abu dhabi argentina china the netherlands and elsewhere

Reconsidering Jane Jacobs
2017-11-20

get the summary of jane jacobs s the death and life of great american cities in 20
minutes please note this is a summary not the original book jane jacobs the death
and life of great american cities examines the complex social and urban fabric of
cities emphasizing the importance of vibrant streets diverse communities and local
self governance she critiques the failures of urban renewal which often
exacerbates safety and community issues by misunderstanding the role of public
spaces and informal surveillance jacobs highlights the significance of eyes on the
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street where businesses and pedestrian activity contribute to safety and
community trust

Summary of Jane Jacobs's The Death and Life of
Great American Cities
2024-01-25

the first biography of jane jacobs for young people the visionary activist urbanist
and thinker who transformed the way we inhabit and develop our cities jane jacobs
was born more than a hundred years ago yet the ideas she popularized about cities
about people about making a better world remain hugely relevant today now in
jane jacobs champion of cities champion of people we have the first biography for
young people of the visionary activist urbanist and thinker debut author rebecca
pitts draws on archives and jacobs s own writings to paint a vivid picture of a
headstrong and principled young girl who grew into one of the most important
advocates of her time and whose impact on the city of new york in particular can
still be seen today jacobs went against the conventional wisdom of the time that
said cities should be designed by so called experts cleaned up and separated by
use arguing that such pie in the sky visions paid very little attention to the wants
and needs of people who actually live in cities jane instead championed diversity
community the life of the street and the power of grassroots movements to make
cities better and more equitable for all she never backed down even when it meant
going up against the most powerful man in new york robert moses here is a story
of standing up for what you know is right with real world takeaways for young
activists jane jacobs champion of cities champion of people emphasizes how today
s teens can take inspiration from jane s own activism playbook promoting change
by focusing on local issues and community organizing

Jane Jacobs
2023-10-31

in this book jane jacobs building on the work of her debut the death and life of
great american cities investigates the delicate way cities balance the interplay
between the domestic production of goods and the ever changing tide of imports
using case studies of developing cities in the ancient pre agricultural world and
contemporary cities on the decline like the financially irresponsible new york city
of the mid sixties jacobs identifies the main drivers of urban prosperity and growth
often via counterintuitive and revelatory lessons

The Economy of Cities
2016-07-20

three books all written by women in the early 1960s changed the way we looked at
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the world and ourselves rachel carson s silent spring betty friedan s the feminine
mystique and jane jacobs s the death and life of great american cities all three
books created revolutions in their respective spheres of influence and nothing
affected city planning and architecture or the way we think about how life is lived
in densely packed urban centers more than jane jacobs s far sighted polemic here
is the first book for young people about this heroine of common sense a woman
who never attended college but whose observations determination and
independent spirit led her to far different conclusions than those of the academics
who surrounded her illustrated with almost a hundred images including a great
number of photos never before published this story of a remarkable woman will
introduce her ideas and her life to young readers many of whom have grown up in
neighborhoods that were saved by her insights it will inspire young people and
readers of all ages and demonstrate that we learn vital life lessons from observing
and thinking and not just accepting what passes as conventional wisdom

Genius of Common Sense
2013-07-02

jane jacobs s famous book the death and life of great american cities 1961 has
challenged the discipline of urban planning and led to a paradigm shift
controversial in the 1960s most of her ideas became generally accepted within a
decade or so after publication not only in north america but worldwide as the
articles in this volume demonstrate based on cross disciplinary and transnational
approaches this book offers new insights into her complex and often contrarian
way of thinking as well as analyses of her impact on urban planning theory and the
consequences for planning practice now more than 50 years after the initial
publication in a period of rapid globalisation and deregulated approaches in
planning new challenges arise the contributions in this book argue that it is not
possible simply to follow jane jacobs s ideas to the letter but instead it is necessary
to contextualize them to look for relevant lessons for cities and planners and
critically to re evaluate why and how some of her ideas might be updated bringing
together an international team of scholars and writers this volume develops
conclusions based on new research as to how her work can be re interpreted under
different circumstances and utilized in the current debate about the proclaimed
millennium of the city the 21st century

Contemporary Perspectives on Jane Jacobs
2016-05-13

in this analysis of jane jacobs s ideas and work alice sparberg alexiou tells the
story of a woman who without any formal training in planning became a prominent
spokesperson for sensible urban change besides writing the seminal book about
contemporary cities jacobs organized successful community battles in new york
against powerful interests based on an array of interviews and primary source
material this book brings long overdue attention to jacobs s far reaching influence
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as an original thinker and effective activist book jacket

Jane Jacobs
2006

ebenezer howard an englishman and jane jacobs a naturalized canadian personify
the twentieth century s opposing outlooks on cities howard had envisaged small
towns newly built from scratch fashioned on single family homes with small
gardens jacobs embraced existing inner city neighbourhoods emphasizing the
verve of the living street from howard s idea the american dream of garden
suburbs had emerged yet his conceptualization of a modern city received criticism
for being uniform and alienated from the rest of the city similarly at the turn of the
new century jacobs inner city neighbourhoods came to be recognized as the result
of commodification vacillating between poverty and newly discovered hubs of
urban authenticity presenting howard and jacobs within a psychocultural context
the urban archetypes of jane jacobs and ebenezer howard addresses our urban
crisis in the recognition that city form is a gendered allegorical medium expressing
femininity and masculinity within two founding features of the built environment
void and volume both founding contrasts bring tensions but also the opportunities
of fusion between pairs of urban polarities human scale against superscale gait
against speed and spontaneity against surveillance jacobs and howard in their
respective attitudes have come to embrace the two ancient archetypes the garden
and the citadel leaving it to future generations to blend their two contrarian
stances

The Urban Archetypes of Jane Jacobs and
Ebenezer Howard
2020

from the revered author of the classic the death and life of great american cities
comes a new book that will revolutionize the way we think about the economy
starting from the premise that human beings exist wholly within nature as part of
natural order in every respect jane jacobs has focused her singular eye on the
natural world in order to discover the fundamental models for a vibrant economy
the lessons she discloses come from fields as diverse as ecology evolution and cell
biology written in the form of a platonic dialogue among five fictional characters
the nature of economies is as astonishingly accessible and clear as it is
irrepressibly brilliant and wise a groundbreaking yet humane study destined to
become another world altering classic

The Nature of Economies
2002-08-13
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leading thinkers offer fresh insight into the workings of vibrant ecological
equitable communities and their economies

What We See
2010

a thorough investigation of how jane jacobs s ideas about the life and economy of
great cities grew from her home city scranton jane jacobs s first city vividly reveals
how this influential thinker and writer s classic works germinated in the once
vibrant mid size city of scranton pennsylvania where jane spent her initial eighteen
years in the 1920s and 1930s scranton was a place of enormous diversity and
opportunity small businesses of all kinds abounded and flourished quality public
education was available to and supported by all and even recent immigrants could
save enough to buy a house opposing political parties joined forces to tackle
problems and citizens worked together for the public good through interviews with
contemporary scrantonians and research of historic newspapers city directories
and vital records author glenna lang has uncovered scranton as young jane
experienced it and shows us the lasting impact of her growing up in this thriving
and accessible environment readers can follow the development of jane s acute
observational abilities from childhood through her passion in early adulthood to
understand and write about what she saw reflecting jane s belief in trusting one s
own direct observation above all this volume has been richly illustrated with
historic and modern color images that help bring alive a lost scranton the book
demonstrates why at the end of jacobs s life her thoughts and conversations
increasingly returned to scranton and the potential for cohesion and inclusiveness
in all cities

Jane Jacobs's First City
2021-05-04

in becoming jane jacobs an intellectual biography of the great urbanist peter l
laurence asserts that the death and life of great american cities was not the
spontaneous epiphany of an amateur activist but the product of a professional
writer with deep knowledge about the renewal and dynamics of american cities

Becoming Jane Jacobs
2016-02-18

in this eye opening work of economic theory jane jacobs argues that it is cities not
nations that are the drivers of wealth challenging centuries of economic orthodoxy
in cities and the wealth of nations the beloved author contends that healthy cities
are constantly evolving to replace imported goods with locally produced
alternatives spurring a cycle of vibrant economic growth intelligently argued and
drawing on examples from around the world and across the ages here jacobs
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radically changes the way we view our cities and our entire economy

Cities and the Wealth of Nations
2016-08-17

despite having no formal training in urban planning jane jacobs deftly explores the
strengths and weaknesses of policy arguments put forward by american urban
planners in the era after world war ii they believed that the efficient movement of
cars was of more value in the development of us cities than the everyday lives of
the people living there by carefully examining their relevance in her 1961 book the
death and life of great american cities jacobs dismantles these arguments by
highlighting their shortsightedness she evaluates the information to hand and
comes to a very different conclusion that urban planners ruin great cities because
they don t understand that it is a city s social interaction that makes it great
proposals and policies that are drawn from planning theory do not consider the
social dynamics of city life they are in thrall to futuristic fantasies of a modern way
of living that bears no relation to reality or to the desires of real people living in
real spaces professionals lobby for separation and standardization splitting
commercial residential industrial and cultural spaces but a truly visionary
approach to urban planning should incorporate spaces with mixed uses together
with short walkable blocks large concentrations of people and a mix of new and old
buildings this creates true urban vitality

The Death and Life of Great American Cities
2017-07-05

published to coincide with the 50th anniversary of its initial publication this special
edition of jane jacobs s masterpiece the death and life of great american cities
features a new introduction by jason epstein the book s original editor who
provides an intimate perspective on jacobs herself and unique insights into the
creation and lasting influence of this classic the death and life of great american
cities was described by the new york times as perhaps the most influential single
work in the history of town planning it can also be seen in a much larger context it
is first of all a work of literature the descriptions of street life as a kind of ballet
and the bitingly satiric account of traditional planning theory can still be read for
pleasure even by those who long ago absorbed and appropriated the book s
arguments jane jacobs an editor and writer on architecture in new york city in the
early sixties argued that urban diversity and vitality were being destroyed by
powerful architects and city planners rigorous sane and delightfully epigrammatic
jane jacobs s tour de force is a blueprint for the humanistic management of cities it
remains sensible knowledgeable readable and indispensable
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The Death and Life of Great American Cities
2011-09-13

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights
1 sidewalks and streets in cities serve many purposes besides carrying vehicles
and city sidewalks serve many purposes besides carrying pedestrians these uses
are bound up with circulation but are not identical with it 2 the public peace of
cities is not kept primarily by the police it is kept primarily by an intricate network
of voluntary controls and standards among the people themselves and enforced by
the people themselves 3 the problem of insecurity cannot be solved by spreading
people out more thinly the truth is that being a city los angeles is composed of
strangers who are not all nice thinning out a city does not make it safer from crime
and fear of crime 4 within the same city there are drastic differences in public
safety a well used city street is safe while a deserted city street is not the reason is
that a well used city street is full of people while a deserted city street is not

Summary of Jane Jacobs's The Death and Life of
Great American Cities
2022-03-27T22:59:00Z

jane jacobs is an icon in urban planning she became world famous with her book
the death and life of great american cities through her book and her street level
activism in 1960s new york she became a key figure in urban planning issues and
her efforts following her breakthrough have been continuously interpreted and
discussed in this anthology thirteen writers consider unique aspects of the burning
questions she raises concerning what fundamentally makes a society sustainable
together the contributors provide a sweeping portrait of jacobs activities from the
1930s to the 2000s and situate her work in contemporary contexts

People are Talking about Her
1962

for students teachers and curious minds our carefully structured jargon free series
helps you really get to grips with brilliant intellectuals and their inherently
complex theories written in an accessible and engaging way each book takes you
through the life and influences of these great thinkers then takes a deep dive into
three of their key theories in plain english smart thinking made easy jane jacobs
was an urbanist activist and pioneer and one of the most influential thinkers of the
20th century yet she remains hugely underrated possibly because she was a
woman writing in a male dominated field the aim of this book is to bring jacobs
highly original ideas and perceptive insights to light looking first at who she was as
a person where and how she lived and how her ferocious intellect led her to
unchartered frontiers of thought presenting her writings in three core chapters
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who the hell is jane jacobs looks at not only how jacobs ideas about cities and the
economy evolved but how these ideas play out in contemporary society jacobs
shows us how society is about people not money or power

Essays on Jane Jacobs
2020-08-18

the rivalry of jane jacobs and robert moses a struggle for the soul of a city is one of
the most dramatic and consequential in modern american history to a young jane
jacobs greenwich village with its winding cobblestone streets and diverse makeup
was everything a city neighborhood should be but consummate power broker
robert moses the father of many of new york s most monumental development
projects thought neighborhoods like greenwich village were badly in need of urban
renewal standing up against government plans for the city jacobs marshaled
popular support and political power against moses whether to block traffic through
her beloved washington square park or to prevent the construction of the lower
manhattan expressway an elevated superhighway that would have destroyed
centuries old streetscapes and displaced thousands of families by confronting
moses and his vision jacobs forever changed the way americans understood the
city her story reminds us of the power we have as individuals to confront and defy
reckless authority

Who the Hell Is Jane Jacobs?
2019

this book is an attack on current city planning and rebuilding from this first
sentence of the seminal 1961 bookthe death and life of great american cities jane
jacobs gave voice to those who believed the bulldozing postwar policies of urban
renewal were a dangerous threat to city life she spent the next forty five years
challenging citizens to stand up for vibrant mixed use pedestrian friendly
neighborhoods such as new york s greenwich village jane jacobs s death in 2006
occasioned the beginnings of a critical re evaluation of her achievements with
major new development plans for sites from the east river to the west side and
from lower manhattan to queens either under consideration or in progress it seems
the perfect time to assess the relevance of her ideas for contemporary urban life
block by block is a far ranging collection of essays about jane jacobs from an
impressive group of writers and cultural critics including marshall berman
malcolm gladwell adam gopnik paul goldberger tama janowitz ben katchor phillip
lopate luc sante bill reverend billy talen colson whitehead and tom wolfe this
impressive lineupof contributors discusses the contemporary relevance of jacobs s
ideas about large scale redevelopment gentrification and activism while their
viewpoints on these issues may differ they continue the important debate begun by
jacobsabout the challenges facing new york and other great cities everywhere
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Wrestling with Moses
2011-02-08

in the 1970s new york city hit rock bottom crime was at its highest the middle
class exodus was in high gear and bankruptcy loomed many people credit new york
s master builder robert moses with turning gotham around despite his brutal
undemocratic and demolition heavy ways urban critic and journalist roberta
brandes gratz contradicts this conventional view new york city gratz argues
recovered precisely because of the waning power of moses his decline in the late
1960s and the drying up of big government funding for urban renewal projects
allowed new york to organically regenerate according to the precepts defined by
jane jacobs in her classic the death and life of great american cities and in
contradiction to moses s urban philosophy as american cities face a devastating
economic crisis jacobs s philosophy is again vital for the redevelopment of
metropolitan life gratz who was named as one of planetizen s top 100 urban
thinkers gives an on the ground account of urban renewal and community success

Block by Block
2007-12-19

jane jacobs writing from her adoptive country uses the problems facing an
independence seeking quebec and canada as a whole to examine the universal
problem of sovereignty and autonomy that nations great and small have struggled
with throughout history using norway s relatively peaceful divorce from sweden as
an example jacobs contends that canada and canadians quebecois and
anglophones alike can learn important lessons from similar sovereignty questions
of the past

The Battle for Gotham
2010-03-30

american author journalist and activist jane jacobs was born in 1916 in scranton
pennsylvania she moved to new york city in 1934 where she became a journalist
writing for magazines including architectural forum and fortune as a resident of
lower manhattan s greenwich village she joined a grassroots movement in the late
1950s to save her neighborhood from its planned destruction to make way for new
expressways

The Question of Separatism
2016-11-02

大都市の気ままな流行りや 公共事業 工場誘致に頼るのはもう終わりにしよう それぞれの地域が持つ財を利用し 住民の創意を生かした活動をしない限り 経
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済的発展はない かつてのベネチアのように 必要なものを自らの手で作り 近隣地域と共生的な交易を行えば 技術は高まり 雇用も生まれ 地域は自然と活性
化する アメリカで大規模再開発により街が 死んで いく過程を観察したジェイコブズは 街や地域が生み出すダイナミズムに注目 経済が発展 衰退する鍵を
古今東西の無数の例から探り出した 地域が自立するための処方箋を描いた先駆的名著

The Death and Life of Great American Cities
2017-07-15

winner of the green prize for sustainable literature a finalist for the pen bograd
weld prize for biography four influential women we thought we knew well jane
jacobs rachel carson jane goodall and alice waters and how they spearheaded the
modern progressive movement this is the story of four visionaries who profoundly
shaped the world we live in today together these women linked not by friendship
or field but by their choice to break with convention showed what one person
speaking truth to power can do jane jacobs fought for livable cities and strong
communities rachel carson warned us about poisoning the environment jane
goodall demonstrated the indelible kinship between humans and animals and alice
waters urged us to reconsider what and how we eat with a keen eye for historical
detail andrea barnet traces the arc of each woman s career and explores how their
work collectively changed the course of history while they hailed from different
generations carson jacobs goodall and waters found their voices in the early sixties
at a time of enormous upheaval all four stood as bulwarks against 1950s corporate
culture and its war on nature consummate outsiders each prevailed against
powerful and mostly male adversaries while also anticipating the disaffections of
the emerging counterculture all told their efforts ignited a transformative
progressive movement while offering people a new way to think about the world
and a more positive way of living in it

発展する地域衰退する地域
2012-11

jane jacobs the death and life of great american citieswas published in 1961 and is
now generally considered one of the most important books ever written on cities
and city life at a time when suburbia appeared to be human destiny and
architectural and urban theorists questioned whether the city should survive
jacobs taught people to see understand and love cities again the book continues to
be widely studied and discussed but is seldom read and understood in its entirety
this guidebook will help readers both pull the text apart and tie it up together this
guidebook includes a chapter by chapter exploration of the key arguments and
ideas in the text a brief biography of jane jacobs examining her influences and the
context in which the death and life was produced an outline of the book s critical
reception over the past fifty years and its contemporary relevance a
comprehensive bibliography of both jacobs writing and writing about her
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Visionary Women
2018-03-13

Ethics in Making a Living
1989

Contemporary Perspectives on Jane Jacobs
2015

The Routledge Guidebook to Jane Jacobs' the
Death and Life of Great American Cities
2014-02-28
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